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Message from the Headteacher, Russell Plester
Welcome to our final edition of Finham Park 2 News for this academic year, and what
another fantastic year it has been!
At the end of the school year I like to reflect on what we’ve achieved as a school
over the year. We have had another record number of year 7 applications (over 500
for 120 places); 6th form plans are coming together for our opening in September 2020
(more on that in future newsletters); our first Mandarin Excellence Immersion trip to
Shanghai; we are fully staffed with subject specialists for September; our first mock
exams in Edward’s Keep- in preparation for our first Year 11 GCSEs next year; lots of trips and experiences
including France, Spain and Poland and a huge variety of OOSHL activities.
At Finham Park 2 we believe that trips, visits and other extra-curricular experiences are an essential part of a
well-rounded education and we have certainly offered a wide variety this year. FP2 Staff have worked
exceptionally hard this year with the aim of ensuring that all students have had the ‘time of their lives’ and are
achieving their potential.
Walking around school on a daily basis it is clear to see that Finham Park 2 students are hugely talented and
some of the work produced by them is of an incredibly high caliber. I am exceptionally proud of our students’
talents, hard work, maturity and politeness on a daily basis. In addition, I have been delighted by the maturity
and confidence in so many of our students that applied for the roles of Head Boy and Girl. All applicants
applied by letter, were shortlisted and then interviewed. Some of the interviews were better than some adults
could have managed- I know I would not have had the confidence at their age. Results will be announced
on the last day of term.
Next academic year is hugely important to us as a school. As mentioned above, we have our first cohort of
GCSE results, the final preparations for the opening of our 6 th form and an additional 120 students to take our
total number of students up to 600! It was wonderful meeting the new Year 7s on transition day. Staff were
extremely impressed with them and are looking forward to seeing them again in September (after a holiday!).
I would like to thank parents for their continued support and in trusting their child’s education to us. Also, a
huge thank you to Friends of Finham Park 2 who have continued as our fantastic PTA and continue to have a
positive impact on the school. And finally thank you to our governors who support the school so well.
May I wish you all a happy and restful summer break and I look forward to working with you, and especially
your children, in September.
With best wishes,
Russell Plester

Department Focus – Humanities
The Humanities Faculty currently comprises of History, Geography, PSHE and Religious Education. However,
as our school grows, exciting new subjects will become available at A-Level such as Philosophy, Psychology
and Politics.
As a faculty we offer a range of trips and visits, including overseas trips to Krakow and New York.

History
History is currently taught by Mr Ludgate, Mr Jandu and next year will also be taught by Ms Daffern. This year
has been a special for the department, as it has been the centenary of the Great War. For this, the whole
school organised a collapsed timetable day and students were given the opportunity to reflect on those that
served in a number of different curriculum settings.

KS3 Curriculum:
• In Year 7 we study Norman invasion of England. This (of course) focuses in
the Battle of Hastings, but also on how the Normans established control in
England. We study the Domesday Book, Feudalism and William’s castle
building.
• We then move on to look at the Power of the King and use key medieval
events to evaluate how much power kings really had.
• Finally, in Year 7 we move on to The Tudors and look at how religion changed
(and then changed back… and then changed back again!) during their
reign.
• Year 8 History begins with the Industrial Revolution and how that impacted
Britain’s status.
• We then link this to our next topic of Slavery and Empire. In particular, we
look at how abolition came about.
• In Year 8 we then study The Great War – its causes, methods of fighting
and then evaluate the generalship of Douglas Haig. This topic begins
to prepare our students for the rigorous of GCSE study.
• Finally, we look at the Rise of the Nazis and the Holocaust.
KS4 Curriculum:
• In KS4 we begin by looking at the Civil Rights Movement and the War
in Vietnam. This is an incredibly interesting topic, with many links to
contemporary American society. It also has a great soundtrack!
• In Year 10 we more on to Anglo-Saxon and Norman England as well as studying the Cold War.
• Finally, in Year 11 we study the development of warfare over time. This is very useful unit as it considers
change and continuity over a longer period of time.

Religious Education
Religious Education has grown quite considerably since FP2 opened,
and next year we will offer our first GCSE course. This is an exciting time
at FP2, as the growth of this subject area will equip our students with
essential skills like critical thinking and faith literacy. Our department
philosophy aims to promote values of tolerance and community
cohesion in an ever-growing diverse and multicultural society. R.E is
currently taught by Mr Jandu, and next year Ms Roberts shall also be
teaching some R.E.
KS3 Curriculum:
In Year 7, students begin their study through an Introduction into R.E by
looking at the nature of religious belief and practices of the 6 major world
religions. Then, they are briefly introduced to philosophy where they
tackle the Big Questions: ‘Who am I?’ ‘Does God exist?’ ‘Do we have
free will?’
In the second term, students study Christianity and Islam to build on their
knowledge and understanding of the two biggest religions in the world
as well as their beliefs and practices. In the final term, students look at
New Religious Movements including Scientology, Jediism, and will be
briefly introduced to Eastern Religions.
Year 8 R.E begins with introducing students to the philosophical Problem of Evil. This is a challenging topic
which seeks to answer how an all loving and all-powerful God could allow suffering to exist. Students will look
at the religious responses from Judeo-Christian and Eastern religions while reflecting on their own views. This
leads on to our next topic: Religion, Science and the Arts, where we explore the relationship religion has with
art and science. This is a rigorous topic which students have found thought-provoking. Sikhism is taught as a
foundation and introduction to GCSE. Finally, we study ethical dilemmas surrounding Crime and Punishment
such as whether the death penalty should be introduced.
KS4 Curriculum:
As part of the GCSE course, which comes into place next year, KS4 students will study R.E from two sections:
study of religions and a thematic study. The former will be the beliefs and practices of Christianity and Sikhism.
The latter is through engaging topics like Peace and Conflict, Matters of Life and Death, Marriage and the
Family and Crime and Punishment.

PSHE
Our PSHE curriculum was praised during our recent OFSTED inspection, for both its breadth and its challenge.
In December, as part of our aim to promote values of democracy, Year 8 students were taken to the Houses
of Parliament as well as the Imperial War Museum. We have also benefitted from external speakers: in
February, we invited Andy Spencer from West Midlands Fire Service to speak to our Year 8 and 10 students
about fire and road safety. Topics in KS4 include:
• Mental health
• Skills of Careers
• British Values
• Poverty
• Relationships
• Homelessness
• Human Rights

Department Focus – Business and Computing
Year 7 and 8 Computing
Our Key Stage 3 students have practiced a range of new skills this year and learned about some of the key
ideas about how computers and the internet work. As we come to the end of the summer term, Year 7 are
making websites and Year 8 designing and creating mobile apps. Although this is fun, students can make it
as complex as they can, combining their visual design skills with coding and thinking about how to make it
the best it can be for the end users.
All of Year 7 and 8 have experienced programming this year – Year 8 have written scripts in the text-based
programming language Python, while Year 7 used blocks to code their games in Kodu – one of our most
popular topics each year!

Year 9 and 10 Computing
GCSE Computer Science has two main areas- programming and theory. In both Year 9 and Year 10 we have
spent a lot of time learning different coding techniques using Python. Most recently, Year 9s have coded a
system for ordering pizzas with custom toppings that can calcukate the correct price. This has allowed them
to combine all the skills they have used this year with the idea of subroutines – mini-programs within the main
program that can be reused to make their code more efficient. One key tool that supports this coding is the
“Cheat Sheet” – a reminder of all the Python techniques we have worked on and hints about how to reuse
and modify them.
The theory is all about how computers work and connect to each other. In Year 9, we zoom out from the most
important core of a computer, the CPU, taking in how each component in the computer work together with
all the others. We continue to zoom out to look at how computers communicate with each other in networks
and over the internet. Year 10s have coverent all the same ideas too, developing knowledge organisers of
“summary sheets” to support them as they prepare for exams. They have gone on to look at the different
kinds of software needed in a computer sustem, at security and hacking techniques and also at the social,
legal and ethical implications of using Computing.

Year 9 and 10 Interactive Media
Our “IT” course is less technical then the Computing GCSE course, much
more focussed on designing and making, considering the needs of users.
Year 9 have been focussed on skills and different software we can use to
develop Interactive Media products - websites, interactive adverts, kiosk
presentations and mobile apps. The quality of the products created is
absolutely stunning and looks truly professional. For their end of year
project, students could choose what software to use to create a
product to promote a beach party fundraising event. Even in the
project, some were trying out new ideas and working out how to
make something that I’d never seen done in that way!
In year 10 our students start on their project work which will count
towards their final grade. They must picture themselves working
for a design company, planning and creating a product for a TV
client. Year 10 students have risen to the challenge of keeping
the level of their work high over several terms - and as we look
forward to Year 11, they will need to continue it.
As well as a coursework project, the students have been
preparing for their exam, which follows a similar structure to the
coursework but over three days of really hard work. I have been very proud of how the Year 10 students
worked really hard for a two day mock exam, applying all they had learned to tackle a project focussed on
Coventry City of Culture.
Year 9 and 10 Business
Business Studies GCSE is all about how real-world businesses work and so we use lots of case studies of actual
companies. We explore the strategic and financial decisions that founders and business leaders have to
make. But to make it even more real, Mrs Klym introduced… the FP2 Dragons challenge .

Robotics OOSHL
After two years of winning places at the national finals, this was a quieter
one for our Robotics OOSHL. The “Next Level” challenge involved moving
hubs around the field and then ending up parked in place or hanging from
the central bar. Most encouraging has been the emergence of some
innovative year 7 teams who are looking forward to the new challenge
“Squared Away”.
One highlight of the season was the competition we hosted in Edwards
Keep with the Royal Academy of Engineering. With both primary and
secondary schools joining competing with us, it was great to see students
talking to each other, discussing tactics and helping out with developing
their ideas. Every school went home with a prize (thanks to RAEng) although
Howes Primary (World Finalists in 2019) showed us how it’s done, taking
home four out of six trophies!

Meet our new staff!
Hello, I’m Beth and I am going to be a P.E and R.E teacher starting in September. I
graduated from the University of Worcester in 2017 after studying Sport Studies and then
gained my PGCE qualification at the University of Warwick in 2018. I am very passionate
about all sports, in particular gymnastics as I am a former Great Britain gymnast. I began
gymnastics when I was 7 years old and have competed around the world on several
occasions for my country. Also, I am very passionate about athletics which I started to
compete in following my gymnastics career.
Over the next few years, I hope to become Head of Department in Physical Education,
continuing to inspire the younger generation to take part in sport. I am really excited to
start my new role at Finham Park 2, helping all children success around school.
Hello, my name is Connie Powell and I am joining The Hub this year at Finham Park 2 as an Apprentice
Teaching Assistant. I have just completed my A-Levels at King’s High School in Warwick; I studied English
Literature, Economics and Drama. After that I became an Au Pair in Canada for two months looking after a
2 and 4-year-old, which was amazing but I decided – one I was back home – I would like to work with older
children. I love to travel, cook and socialise with friends.
Hi! My name’s Laura Beahan and I’m a new teaching assistant within The Hub at Finham
Park 2. This is my first job as a Teaching Assistant and also in a school and I am really
excited to work with all the amazing students and staff at FP2. I’m from Coventry and
went to secondary school within the city. I completed my GCSE’s and studied Drama,
Geography and P.E alongside the compulsory subjects of English Language and
Literature, Maths and Science. My hobbies and interests include going to
concerts/festivals and travelling. I’ve been to many placed within the U.K and also
Madrid but plan to go to many more European cities!
Hello everyone! I’m Emily and I’ll be joining FP2 as a Chemistry NQT in September. I’ll be teaching a mixture
of biology, chemistry and physics. I’m looking forward to making my own way in the classroom as well as
being part of such a positive and personal school community. I obtained my chemistry integrated master’s
degree from the University of York and moved straight on to Leeds Trinity University to complete my PGCE.
I’ve since relocated to Rugby to be with my partner and be close to my family in Loughborough.
I’m super excited to help students see the world through the eyes of science and be enthusiastic about
exploring new ideas. As well as my love of science, I enjoy swimming, walking rescue dogs and cooking. I’m
trying to learn some Spanish too.
I look forward to being part of the FP2 team, see you soon!
My name is Georgina and I have the pleasure of joining Finham Park 2 as a Teacher of
Humanities. I studied History and Politics at the University of Leicester. I then worked as
an Associate Teacher at a local secondary whilst also sitting on the Board of Governors
at a primary school in Bedworth. I have just completed a History PGCE with Coventry
SCITT and BCU. I look forward to joining FP2 and sharing my passion for education. I live
in Warwickshire with my husband, who also teaches History, and my two cats, Bella and
Kylo. Besides teaching, I love travelling, football and cinema trips.

My name is Deelwara and I am really looking forward to joining the Maths department
at Finham Park 2 in September. I studied finance and public policy management at
Aston University. I then went on to do my PGCE/MA at the University of Warwick. I was
born and bred in Coventry and I am very familiar with Finham Park School as that’s
where I spent 7 years of my educational life. I flew the nest after going to university and
doing my PGCE and taught 6 years in a start-up school in London which I absolutely
loved working in. I am now coming back to work after being off on maternity and
spending quality time with my little boy. I can’t wait to share all my experiences of
working in a start-up school which is what drew me to FP2! I look forward to meeting you
all in September!

Hello! My name is Rebecca and I’m very excited to join Finham Park 2’s science
department in September. My speciality is physics teaching – I have a master’s
degree in Physics from Swansea University and I am very passionate about my
subject! While I was completing my degree, I worked for a company that delivered
outreach workshops to schools in disadvantaged areas, and also worked for the
Institute of Physics at outreach events across Wales. I spent my summers helping to
run the Wiltshire NCS programme before deciding to take the leap and work with
young people full time as a teacher. I completed a PGCE at the University of
Cambridge, and I am really looking forwards to throwing myself in to a career that
combines my love of science with my passion for working with young people.
When I’m not teaching, I love stargazing on warmer nights, and cosy night in when
it’s chilly!

My name is Chloe and I am excited to join FP2 to start my teaching journey! I studied
Computer Science at Keele University pretty much straight out of school and went to
work for a year as a PA for Volkswagen. I decided it wasn’t for me and studied for a
PGCE at Warwick where I was based at Finham Park school. I fell in love with teaching
and haven’t looked back! In my free time, I like to go to the gym and play tag rugby.

Hello, my name is Bethany Jones and I am a new teaching assistant based in The Hub
here at Finham Park 2. I have been a TA for about 4 years, but this will be my first year
here with you. I can’t wait to get to know the students and staff and get stuck in amongst
the mayhem. I am from Coventry and studied a Fine Art degree here at the university.
My interests include all of the arts such as photography, drama, theatre studies, sculpture
etc. My hobbies include reading, gaming, baking and much more! In my spare time, I
like to use my art work to make pocket money and relax and unwind. I live with my
fiancé in Nuneaton and we are due to be married in the next academic year.
I am looking forward to getting to know you all.

Year 10 work experience! – with Ms Evans
July saw our first group of Year 10’s going out of school to undertake work experience. 115 students were
allocated work experience placements with over 50% of students using their own networks to secure a
placement, whilst the rest were found with help of Warwickshire Placement Services. Placements covered a
wide range of jobs from Catering to Finance and included Car sales/Showrooms, Engineering, Construction,
Retail, Childcare, Airport, Voluntary sectors, Education and Media to name a few.
Organising and co-ordinating all of this was no easy feat and was very administrative intensive – along with
managing the expectations of students, themselves. It was important to point out to the students the value
of the softer skills they would be developing, such as time-keeping and attendance, communication skills,
planning and organising, interpersonal and team-working skills, and that it was more about that than finding
the exact placement to match their future career plans.
Students were monitored during the week by their mentors who, daily, called their respective employers for
reports on attendance and conduct. We received some excellent feedback. It would be unfair to single any
one student out, but here is a few to the comments we received from employers:
“X has really thrown themselves into the work and has fitted in really well with the team.”
“X has been really adaptable and followed instructions very well.”
“X is a polite girl and very positive, showing great enthusiasm to do the job well.”
“X has picked things up really quickly and has shown the potential to do a lot more.”
We are pleased to report that our very first attempt at work experience has been a great success and ran
smoothly after all of the labour-intensive organisation. We have learned a few lessons along the way and
know for sure, that next year will be even better!
Student feedback has been good, and all students were asked to complete a record of their daily tasks and
achievements.
All that is left now is for them to write their thank you letters to their placement supervisors – and to request a
reference at the same time. This reference, together with e Certificate of Attendance, will go far to enhance
their CV’s and employability skills for their future careers in a competitive world.
The below photographs show one of our Year 10’s shows the fantastic work experience he had at Birmingham
Airport!

Trip to Almería
From Sunday 2nd to Friday 7th June, a group of 41 Year 9
students from Finham Park School and Finham Park 2
went on a trip to Almería in the south of Spain for a week
of speaking Spanish, trying new foods and exploring a
different culture. After an exhaustive day of travelling,
we made it to the hotel in Almería and got settled in. On
Monday morning, we visited our partner school Colegio
Nuestra Señora del Milagro where students practiced
their Spanish skills by being placed in a small group
mixed with Spanish and English to discuss a variety of topics such as town, school and friends. There were
some very impressive displays and friendships made, meaning that some students arranged to meet their new
Spanish friends later in the week.
Over the following days, we visited Cabo de Gata, a national park, where students had to order their food in
Spanish following a lesson with the key vocabulary needed, and Granada: for many the highlight of the trip.
We had a tour of the Alhambra, where students took part in a photo competition, and learnt about the
overlap between Christian and Islamic culture in medieval Spain.
Finham Park 2 students were commended on the behaviour by the hotel staff, the staff at our partner school
and by members of the staff from Finham Park School. Students and staff alike were even praised by an
OFSTED inspector on the way home from his holiday in the airport in Málaga! This was the second year that
the trip was run jointly between FPS and FP2 and was yet again an extremely successful trip where students
were able to experience the real Spain outside of the classroom. ¡Viva España!

Trip to Barcelona
Students from Year 8 and 9 spent 5 days in Barcelona in May on an Art,
Photography and Design & Technology trip.
We had a great time exploring Barcelona (we walked about 10 miles a day!),
expertly guided by Miss Ward. We visited La Sagrada Familia, The Gaudi
Experience, Barcelona FC Camp Nou, Park Güell, Montjuïc, Magic Fountain of
Montjuïc, Poble Espanyol, Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya, Picasso Museum,
Gothic Quarter, Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya and lots more…
Lots of great memories were made while learning about architecture, design, and art. Hopefully all contribute
towards our Finham Park 2 ethos of giving students a wide range of opportunities and experiences that will
stay with them forever and that help their time at school to be the ‘time of their lives’. The students were
fantastic, and it was a pleasure to take them. We had compliments from fellow travelers on how brilliant they
were and how well they represented the school.

#FP2 Dragons
This year we launched our Dragons’ Den partnership with West Orchards Shopping Centre. All Year 9 and 10
Business Studies students participated in what formed an integral part of the Business Studies curriculum. Their
brief was to design a product alongside undertaking market research, producing costings and creating
marketing material. They were also required to produce a sample product.

The next stage in the process was presenting the project to our very own ‘Dragons’. The panel, which
consistent of Mr Plester, Ms Pettmen (FPMAT), Mrs Klym, Laura Prior (West Orchards), and Rita Sajhpall (Auntie
Anne’s), put all the teams through their paces with a series of questions following their presentation. Each
Dragon was then given the opportunity to invest in the products.

Those teams with the highest amount of investment were selected to manufacture their products and sell
them to the public at West Orchards Shopping Centre. The students ran their stalls superbly offering the public
a unique opportunity to purchase folded books, slime, candle holders, headphone holders and to try their
hand at origami. The students were superb ambassadors for the school and received praise from local
business leader for their high standards of business acumen.

Trip to Krakow
Mr Ludgate took a group of Year 9 students on a school trip to the city of Krakow, Poland on the 21 st May this
year. When we arrive at Krakow, we were exhausted from the long flight that had begun in the early hours of
the morning, and yet were still excited.
Here we learned about the Holocaust and how the Second World War affected Poland, and even got to
meet a Holocaust survivor. We also visited Auschwitz concentration camp and visited the Schindler Factory
Museum. These are experience that will stay with us forever.
Whilst in Krakow, we visited the city square, went bowling and did some shopping, so there was a good mix
between fun activities and educational activities. On this trip our teachers trusted us to explore parts of the
city on our own which was really exciting.
We had a really great time. Thank you to the teachers that took us.
- Ayesha & Grace, Year 9’s

Paris and Disney residential trip to France
Finham Park 2 students enjoyed another successful trip to Paris with Finham Park students in June 2019. Libby
enjoyed ‘meeting new friends, the boat tough, sight-seeing in Paris and Disney. Joe also enjoyed making new
friends and making memories, seeing the sights of Paris such as La Tour Eiffel, Notre Dame and Le Sacré-Coeur.
A special trip to one of the most important places in France, Vaux le Vicomte, was also a highlight of the trip.
Students were given treasure hunt type activities to work through in French at the chateau which inspired
Louis the XIV to build the Chateau of Versailles – a history lesson in French!
Other high points of the trip were of course Disneyland, a visit to Stade de France, good food and free time
to go shopping on the Champs Elysées, at Val d’Europe and around Place du Tertre, in the 18th
arrondissement of Paris, famous all over the world for its painters, portraitists and terrace and only a few streets
away from Montmartre's Basilica of the Sacré Cœur with amazing views across Paris.
Students were all extremely polite and respectful and a credit to the MAT. Our current Year 8 students are
already looking forward to the opportunity to go on this trip in 2020 having heard about the great experience.

A small request…
We are currently looking for any old, working consoles, controllers, monitors and TV’s that you would be willing
to donate to the school.
These will be using for an upcoming gaming OOSHL which will be starting in September 2019!

Design & Technology update
Year 7 D&T students have been learning about iterative design and the importance of developing ideas by
modelling and testing. They recently, very successfully, completed a two-lesson challenge where they
designed, modelled, tested and evaluated their own board games. There were lots of fantastic ideas and
lots of fun testing and giving feedback on how well the games worked (or not!).

Year 8 have been working on a passive speaker project with shapes and patterns inspired by nature- this is
called biomimicry. Students have been learning about how to use different materials, including concrete,
within their designs. They have also been developing their practical skills, learning about new tools and
processes used by hand and also CAD/CAM.

Year 9 GCSE Design and Technology students have been learning about sustainability and environmental
issues in their latest unit. They have been thinking about responsible design and using up scrap materials and
other objects to repurpose into ‘upcycled’ clocks.

DesignLab Celebration – with Mrs Allton
Finham Park 2 Design and Technology students have been involved in a project (#DesignLabNataion) with
The Herbert Museum and Art Gallery, Coventry and the V&A Museum, London this year. During the Autumn
term, we had visits and workshops at both museums and two workshop days back at school. The students
also got to work with designer Gemma Latham each time and she inspired them with digital technology,
computer games and the links between coding and weaving which is part of Coventry’s textile heritage.
Students also got the chance to meet and hear from a designer from Rare Ltd (Computer games) and learn
about how computer games are made and developed and potential careers in the industry.
The project has since been run with three other schools in Coventry- Finham Park, Foxford and Cardinal
Newman. On the 11th July, some of the students involved attended a celebration event at The Herbert to look
at the work produced by the four schools and celebrate the fantastic ideas and work produced by all.
The Year 8 and 9 students involved have developed their creativity and iterative design skills which will be
really beneficial to their GCSE D&T Product Design course. They have also been fantastic ambassadors for
the school during all of the trips and events and I have been extremely proud of them all.

Reminder: Parent Access to Frog is coming…
In September, we will be launching access to Frog for Parents. You will receive a latter next term explaining
how you can log into Frog as a parent and view a range of information specific to your child or children at
Finham Park 2.
‘Frog Parent’ includes information on:
• Behaviour and Rewards
• Progress check reports
• Your child’s timetable
• Homework information and deadlines
• Subject sites for resources to support learning
• Link to new online booking system for Parents’ Evening
• And more…
From September, we will no longer be using the Insight website/app for reports and behaviour. Everything will
be available via Frog.
There is also an app for Frog, which you can download and set notifications to have alerts on your phone
when there is an update on your child.
Please make sure we have your up-to-date email details in September to ensure you receive the information
letter regarding Frog.

Parking & Road Safety
Thank you to parents and carers who have followed our request to not park on the pavement
on Torrington Avenue this academic year- it really does make the roads much safer for students
when leaving school.
If you do need to collect your child from school, please can you do so with care and
consideration for others. The safety of our students as well as parents/carers and small children
from the nursery is paramount.
Following on from this, please make sure your child has the correct gear for cycling including a suitable and
safe helmet alongside reflective clothing and lights for when the days get shorter.

Equipment- being ready for learning
Please can parents help their children ensure they have all the necessary equipment for learning. We expect
a minimum of: pen, pencil, (it’s better to have a few of each), ruler, eraser, pencil sharpener, calculator and
reading book. If students don’t have the necessary equipment it can disturb valuable learning time.

Important dates for next half term
Start dates for the new academic year
2 September

Staff Training Day – school closed to students

3 September

Staff Training Day – school closed to students

4 September

First day Autumn Term –
8:40am – Year 7 arrive and go straight to The Refectory
10:05am – Year 8,9,10 and 11 arrive and go to mentor rooms

12 September

Year 7 and 10 school photos

19 September

Year 7 Meet the Mentor

25 September

Open Evening – school closes to students at 1:25pm

10 October

Year 11 GCSE Aiming for Success

18 October

End of Autumn Half Term 1 – students to leave school at normal time

Important dates for the complete year can be found on our school calendar.

Free School Meals- are you entitled?
If parents wish to apply for school meals or want to check if you are eligible please go to the following website
www.coventry.gov.uk/applyforfreeschoolmeals. Alternatively, parents can visit the Contact Centre in the city
centre (next to River Island) where you can make an application. If you need any support or guidance with
this, please contact the school office.

Attendance- advice to parents
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our minimum expectation is 96% attendance
If your child is ill, please don’t send them
If they have a ‘minor ailment’ please send them in
We do not approve any holidays taken in school time
Please contact the school straight away to let us know if your
child is absent
If there are ongoing medical problems, please keep us informed
keep us informed

If you have any questions or suggestions, please get in touch via email or :

www.finhampark2.co.uk

Finham Park 2

@FinhamPark2

